
OVERVIEW 
Our range of New Vision  
LED lamps for the replacement  
of metal halide and sodium  
SONs demonstrate the very  
latest advances in LED 
technology. They bring  
together excellent light output, 
astonishing levels of reliability 
and lumens maintenance  
at a very affordable price. 

Ranging from 20W to 100W they can be 
used to replace SONS ranging from 70W 
up to 400W. Because of the high efficacy 
and directional nature of these LED lamps, 
together with the sharp white light and 
high colour rendering index, it is possible 
to reduce the power consumption of light 
fittings by between 50% and 75% with 
no discernible reduction in effective light 
levels. The lamps have a life expectancy  
of over 50,000 hours, and will maintain 
lumen levels at over 90% for the full 
warranty period of 5 years in normal  
use (10hrs/day).

A unique feature of the LED Lamps is  
that the lamp drivers themselves are 
isolated and IP64 rated – meaning  
that there is very little risk of damage  
to the sensitive electronics in the driver 
due to moisture ingress. All of the  
lamps feature state of the art drivers, 
complying with the very latest standards 
and include surge protection and an 
internal cut-out for protection against  
short circuit as standard.

Typical payback periods for these retrofit 
lamps are between one and two years 
based on just the energy savings – and 
substantially shorter if maintenance costs 
are taken into account.
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replacements for SON lamps
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High efficacy – up to 140 lumens per Watt

Simple plug and play installation

50% to 75% energy saving

50,000 hour life expectancy (MTBF)

5 year warranty

Maintain 90% lumen levels for up to 25,000 hours

Isolated lamp drivers – IP64 rated  

Typical payback between 1 and 2 years

Surge protection and internal cut-out as standard
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Standard Specifications

Voltage

Frequency

CRI

Power Factor

Operating temperature

IP Rating

Total Life expectancy

Lumen maintenance

Warranty

85V - 265V AC

50Hz to 60Hz

>70 Warm White
>70 Cool White
>75 Daylight

>0.98

-25C to 50C

IP64 (Driver)

50,000 hours (MTBF)

>90% @ 25,000 hours
>70% @ 50,000 hours

5 Years

Compliance

EMC Directive

EN55015:2006+A1:2007+A2:2009
EN61547:2009
EN61000-3-2:2006+A1:2009+A2:2009
EN61000-3-3:2008
EN61000-4-2:2009
EN61000-4-3:2006+A1:2008+A2:2010
EN61000-4-4:2004+A1:2010
EN61000-4-5:2006
EN61000-4-6:2009
EN61000-4-8:2010
EN61000-4-11:2004)

Low Voltage (safety) Directive

EN60598-1:2008+A11:2009
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Lumens Chart

 Colour Temperature

Base Power   6,000K    4,500K    3,000K

Efficacy/Pupil Efficacy 140lm/W  240Plm/W 135lm/W  190Plm/W 125lm/W  180Plm/W

E27
 20W  2,800lm  4,800Plm  2,700lm  3,800Plm 2,500lm  3,600Plm

  30W  4,200lm  7,200Plm  4,050lm  5,700Plm 3,750lm  5,400Plm

 40W 5,600lm  9,600Plm  5,400lm  7,600Plm 5,000lm  7,200Plm

E40 60W 8,400lm  14,400Plm  8,100lm  11,400Plm 7,500lm  10,800Plm

 80W 11,200lm  19,200Plm  10,800lm  15,200Plm 10,000lm  14,400Plm

 100W 14,000lm  24,000Plm  13,500lm  19,000Plm 12,500lm  18,000Plm


